
September l9r 2012 Nashua PTA Meeting

-- In Attendance
\_- Christy Boyer Kathya Grant Larry Parker Carol Cobb

Sandi Brown Craig Grant Dylan Edemann Melissa Leath
Erica Campbell Donna Shepard Stephanie Edemann Stephanie Simpson

Kelly Cowan Leah King Stephanie O'Connell Sharon Watts

Jessica Martin Brandi Frazier Stacy Armstrong Meredith Lamb

Paula Shaw Linda Burtis Paige Roberts Julie Roseman

Jennifer Robert Shannon McCarthy Polly Feigly Sheetal Takalkar

Heather Howard Amy Beaver Chris Gaul

Opening
Opening speaker Master Sgt. Carbonnetto
Member introductions, May Meeting Minutes. Cheers for the new rugs that are at the entrance/exits of
the buildrng.

Principal's Report
Dr. Martin distributes and gives an overview of her Principal's Report including an explanation of
CCSS (Common Core State Standards).

Secretary Update
Sandi Brown shows the September Newsletter and explains that a copy of this can be found under the

\, "notes" section of the PTA Facebook Page. Also, changes with the PTA Mailbox in the school office.
There is a folder with blark reimbursement forms, a pouch with envelopes for parents to place money
in and the Treasurer's folder.

Changes to PTA By-Laws
Christy Boyer explains that under Article X General Membership Meetings, Section 4 we need to
change the number of members that constitute a quorum from 25 to 15.

Sandi Brown notes that there are a great number of parents at the meeting however as the school year
progresses less and less members come to meetings. Therefore, it is important to get the quorum
numbe6lowered.
Craig Grant asks if the quorum is actual PTA Members. Further explanation notes that it is implied that
the quorum would be actual paid PTA members.

Proposed Addendum to
Memorials

Christy reads a proposed addendum to the PTA By-Laws to end discussions regarding memorials. The
addendum would put a cap on cost as well as requirements on who should be memorialized.
Polly Feigly states that she presented a passed student (the end of last school year) who was a Nashua,
New Mark, and Staley student. The young man's mother lives close by and passes Nashua several
times each day. Polly explained that she had already explained to the motlrer that she would take with
Nashua PTA about placing a stepping stone at the school in memory of her son.
Christy explains that the reason for the addendum is the PTA needs to question how far we will go for

. past students to received stepping stones.
Sandi Brown notes that Nashua is a 60 year old school and that many past students of the school have
gone on to love full lives and are now passed away.
Donna Shepard explains that a school is a place of learning and should not become a memorial



sanctuary for past students. PTA should be putting their flrnds into the students who are currently
attending school and investing for students that will attend in the future.

Question is asked about someone wanting to donate a bench or playground equipment in the name of a
past student; that exceeds the $25 cap. Christy explains that anything donated would need to go

through Dr. Martin and the NCKSD and would not involve PTA.
Request is made to alter the proposed addendum to not state "stepping stores" instead it should read
"item" so if another possibility comes along, PTA is not limited by the verbiage.
Polly Feigly motions that PTA spend $25 toward a memorial stepping stone for the past student
discussed prior. Second Donna Shepard, motion passes.

Vote requested to pass the by-laws and the addendum (with changes). Majority passed.

Playground Update
Sandi Brown contacted Matt Adams with NKCSD about getting proposals for a cover to be built over
the four picnic tables next to the black top and playground. Two proposals were received, both are out
of PTA's surplus amount. One proposal is for $21,550 and the other is for $15,802. The $15,000
proposal also notes thatitcould include a freight surcharge of $0.46 per mile. Mileage would be 1,473.

Question asked if one of the proposals was from Fry & Associates. Sandi explains that the second
proposal is from Fry & Associates.
Sandi explains that PTA must also pay e fee to aNKCSD supervisor who will have to come to school
and be on sight to make sure that the installation of the equipment is done properly. Generally, the cost
is very high.
Finally, Sandi states that perhaps PTA should look into new benches around the playground, which was
original plan until it was discovered that anywhere we could place benches would be very hot without
shade. Now that new trees are planted, it might be worth looking into benches.

Traflic Pattern Request
\-/ Linda Burtis requests that the PTA, school or NKCSD look into reinforcing the traffic pattern at in the

drop off parking lot. Many parents, especially in the early morning, drive in the out driveway and vice
versa. This can create a traffrc jam for parents who are trying to leave properly, but can't go anywhere
due to another car coming in at the exit. She would like to know ifthere could be some type of signage
so that this could be avoided.
Donna Shepard states that school does put out a note to parents at the beginning ofthe school year
explaining how the drop off works. Unfortunately, many parents don't read it or pay attention.


